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PERFECT SYMMETRIC RINGS OF QUOTIENTS
LIA VASˇ
Abstract. Perfect Gabriel filters of right ideals and their corresponding right
rings of quotients have the desirable feature that every module of quotients is
determined solely by the right ring of quotients. On the other hand, symmetric
rings of quotients have a symmetry that mimics the commutative case. In this
paper, we study rings of quotients that combine these two desirable properties.
We define the symmetric versions of a right perfect ring of quotients and a
right perfect Gabriel filter – the perfect symmetric ring of quotients and the
perfect symmetric Gabriel filter and study their properties. Then we prove
that the standard construction of the total right ring of quotients Qr
tot
(R)
can be adapted to the construction of the largest perfect symmetric ring of
quotients – the total symmetric ring of quotients Qσ
tot
(R). We also demonstrate
that Morita’s construction of Qr
tot
(R) can be adapted to the construction of
Qσ
tot
(R).
1. Introduction
As T.Y. Lam puts it in [5], noncommutative localization is “The Good, the Bad
and the Ugly”. It is “good” since for a class of noncommutative rings we can mimic
the construction of a quotient field of an integral domain and embed those rings
in division rings. It is ”bad“ since not all rings – not even all domains – can be
embedded in a division ring. Finally, it is ”ugly“ because even those rings that can
have such an embedding might have nonisomorphic division hulls.
Different types of rings of quotients have been used in attempts to rectify the
”badness“. For example, the maximal right ring of quotients Qrmax(R) exists for
every ring R and has properties that bring Qrmax(R) closer to being a division ring
than R. However, Qrmax(R) may fail to have some features of the classical ring of
quotients Qrcl(R) that we would prefer to keep.
Gabriel’s work in [4] provides the basis for a uniform treatment of different
rings of quotients. Presently, torsion theories provide a framework suitable for a
comprehensive study of rings of quotients. Starting with a hereditary torsion theory
τ or, equivalently, with a Gabriel filter of right ideals F, one can define the module
of quotients MF for every right R-module M. For M = R, we obtain the right ring
of quotients RF. Using this approach, Q
r
max(R) is the right ring of quotients with
respect to the filter of dense right ideals.
If a Gabriel filter F is such that all the modules of quotients MF are determined
solely by the right ring of quotients RF by
MF ∼= M ⊗R RF,
then F and RF are called perfect. This feature makes perfect filters interesting to
work with. Perfect right rings of quotients and perfect filters have been studied
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and characterized in more details (see Thm. 2.1, p. 227 in [13] and Prop. 3.4, p.
231 in [13]). The largest perfect right ring of quotients is another attempt to find
a ”good, not-bad, not-ugly“ ring of quotients. Indeed, for every ring the largest
perfect right ring of quotients exists, is denoted by Qrtot(R), and is called the total
right ring of quotients. It is a subring of Qrmax(R) and, if R is right Ore, it contains
Qrcl(R).
Noncommutative localization might have another ”bad“ property that classical
localization of an integral domain does not have - non symmetry. Namely, left
localization might not yield the same quotient as right localization. The (one-
sided) noncommutative localization has another downfall. Namely, if R and S are
commutative rings, F a right Gabriel filter on R, S a right ring of quotients with
respect to some filter F′ and f : R→ S a homomorphism such that f(I)S ∈ F′ for
all I ∈ F, then f extends uniquely to a ring homomorphism RF → S. However, this
property might fail in noncommutative case (see Example 4.29, p 98 in [11]).
As a result, the symmetric version of rings of quotients has begun to attract
ring theorists. The symmetric Martindale ring of quotients (see 14B in [5]) and the
maximal symmetric ring of quotients Qσmax(R) (introduced in [14], studied in [6] and
[10]) emerged. Schelter [12] generalized the commutative case by working over the
ring R⊗ZR
op and constructed symmetric rings of quotients without the downfall of
the noncommutative case. Schelter’s work on symmetric rings of quotients parallels
Gabriel’s work on right rings of quotients – it provides the basis for a uniform
treatment of two-sided rings of quotients using torsion theories. Namely, if Fl and
Fr are left and right Gabriel filters, the symmetric ring of quotients FlRFr can be
defined. Using this approach, Qσmax(R) is a two-sided localization with respect to
left and right dense ideals. In [9] and [11], Ortega defines the symmetric modules
of quotients FlMFr with respect to left and right Gabriel filters Fl and Fr of R-
bimodules M. If M = R, Ortega obtains Schelter’s FlRFr .
In this work, we define the symmetric version of a right perfect ring of quotients
and the total right ring of quotients. Specifically, if Fl and Fr are left and right
Gabriel filters and FlRFr the symmetric ring of quotients, we study the conditions
for the symmetric filter induced by Fl and Fr to have the property
FlMFr
∼= FlRFr ⊗R M ⊗R FlRFr
for all R-bimodules M. We characterize the perfect symmetric rings of quotients
and perfect symmetric Gabriel filters proving the symmetric version of Theorem
2.1, p. 227 in [13] and Proposition 3.4, p. 231 in [13]. Then, we prove that every
ring has the largest perfect symmetric ring of quotients – the total symmetric ring of
quotients Qσtot(R). We prove that Morita’s construction of Q
r
tot(R) can be adapted
to the construction of Qσtot(R).
In section 2, we review some preliminaries of one-sided torsion theories and rings
of quotients. We review the characterization of perfect right rings of quotients and
perfect right filters we attempt to adapt to the symmetric case.
In section 3, we review the symmetric version of notions from section 2 and prove
that the symmetric version of tensoring torsion theory has all the properties the
one-sided version of tensoring theory had (Proposition 3.1).
In section 4, we present the characterization of perfect symmetric rings of quo-
tients (Theorem 4.1) and perfect symmetric filters (Theorem 4.2).
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In section 5, we define the perfect symmetric ring of quotients Qσtot(R) (Theorem
5.1). We prove that Qσtot(R) has the symmetric version of properties that are sat-
isfied by Qrtot(R). We study Q
σ
tot(R) for some specific classes of rings and illustrate
our work with some examples.
The total right ring of quotients Qrtot(R) is usually constructed as a directed
union of all perfect right rings of quotients. Morita in [8] has a different approach.
He starts from the maximal right ring of quotients Qrmax(R) to construct Q
r
tot(R) by
transfinite induction on ordinals, ”descending” from Qrmax(R) towards R instead
of ”going upwards” starting from R using the directed family as in the classical
construction. In section 6, we prove that the symmetric version of this construction
produces the total symmetric ring of quotients Qσtot(R) (Theorem 6.1).
We finish the paper with a list of open problems in section 7.
2. Preliminaries on one-sided rings of quotients
In this paper, a ring is an associative ring with identity. IfM is a right R-module
with submodule N and m ∈M, (m : N) denotes {r ∈ R |mr ∈ N}. Similarly, if M
is a left R-module, (N : m) denotes {r ∈ R | rm ∈ N}.
Throughout this paper, we shall use the definition of torsion theory, hereditary
and faithful torsion theory, and Gabriel filter as given in [13] or [2]. τ = (T ,F)
denotes that τ is a torsion theory with torsion class T and torsion-free class F .
If M is a right R-module, T (M) is the torsion submodule of M and F(M) is the
torsion-free quotient M/T (M). We can consider the notion of torsion theory for
right or left R-modules. To emphasize if we are referring to right or left version of
these notions, we shall be referring to right and left torsion theories.
If τ is a hereditary torsion theory with Gabriel filter F andM is a rightR-module,
the module of quotients MF of M is defined by
MF = lim−→
I∈F
Hom(I,
M
T (M)
)
(see chapter IX in [13]). The R-module RF has a ring structure and is called the
right ring of quotients with respect to τ. MF has a structure of a right RF-module
(see pages 195–197 in [13]). If F is a Gabriel filter of left ideals and M a left
R-module we denote the module of quotients of M with respect to F by FM.
The localization map qM : M → MF (the composition of M ։ M/T (M) with
M/T (M) →֒MF) defines a left exact functor q from the category of rightR-modules
to the category of right RF-modules (see [13] p. 197–199).
We recall some important examples of torsion theories.
Example 2.1. (1) The largest hereditary faithful torsion is called the Lambek
torsion theory. Its Gabriel filter is the set of all dense right ideals (see Proposition
VI 5.5, p. 147 in [13]) and its right ring of quotients is the maximal right ring of
quotients Qrmax(R) (see sections 13B and 13C in [5] and Example 1, p. 200, [13]).
(2) If R is a right Ore ring, the classical torsion theory is a hereditary and
faithful torsion theory defined by T (M) = {m ∈ M |mt = 0 for some nonzero
regular element t} for a right R-module M. The classical right ring of quotients
Qrcl(R) is the corresponding right ring of quotients (Example 2, p. 200, [13]).
(3) Let f : R → S be a ring homomorphism. The collection of all R-modules
M such that M ⊗R S = 0 is closed under quotients, extensions and direct sums.
Moreover, if f makes S into a flat left R-module, then this collection is closed under
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submodules and, hence, defines a hereditary torsion theory. We denote this torsion
theory by τS and its torsion class by TS . If f makes S into a flat right R-module,
we can define a left hereditary torsion theory by the condition that M is torsion iff
S ⊗R M = 0. We denote this torsion theory by Sτ.
We note an easy lemma related to Example (3) above.
Lemma 2.1. Let f be a ring homomorphism that makes S into a flat left R-module.
(1) For any M, TS(M) = ker(iM : M → M ⊗R S). M ∈ TS(M) iff iM : M →
M ⊗R S is 0-map.
(2) The sequence below is exact.
0 ✲ TS(M) ✲ M ✲ M ⊗R S ✲ M ⊗R S/f(R) ✲ 0
(3) If f is a monomorphism, all flat right R-modules are τS-torsion-free and
τS is faithful.
Proof. (1) From the definition of τS it follows that the largest torsion submodule
of M is the kernel of the map iM . For the second part of the claim, one direction
is obvious. The other holds since m⊗ 1 = 0 implies that m⊗ s = 0 for all s ∈ S.
(2) The exactness of the sequence 0→ ker iM →M →M ⊗R S → cokeriM → 0
proves the claim since ker iM = TS(M) and cokeriM = M ⊗R S/f(R).
(3) Tensoring the exact sequence 0 → R → S → S/f(R)→ 0 with M from the
left produces the exact sequence 0 → TorR1 (M,S/R) → M ⊗R R → M ⊗R S →
M ⊗R S/f(R) → 0. The isomorphism M ∼= M ⊗R R, gives us the isomorphism
TS(M) ∼= Tor
R
1 (M,S/f(R)). Thus, all flat right R-modules are τS torsion-free. 
Recall that the ring homomorphism f : R → S is called a ring epimorphism if
for all rings T and homomorphisms g, h : S → T, gf = hf implies g = h. The map
f : R → S is a ring epimorphism iff the canonical map S ⊗R S → S is bijective
or, equivalently, if S/f(R) ⊗R S = S ⊗R S/f(R) = 0 (see Proposition XI 1.2, p.
226 in [13]). A ring epimorphism f necessarily maps the identity 1R of R to the
identity 1S of S. To see this assume that f(1R) = s. This implies that the right
multiplication by s is the identity map on S since the two maps are the same on
f(R) : f(r) = f(r1R) = f(r)s. Thus s = 1S .
The situation when S is flat as left R-module is of special interest. The following
theorem characterizes such epimorphisms (for proof see p. 227 in [13]).
Theorem 2.1. For a ring homomorphism f : R → S the following conditions are
equivalent.
(1) f is a ring epimorphism and makes S into a flat left R-module.
(2) The family of right ideals F = {I|f(I)S = S} is a Gabriel filter and there
is a ring isomorphism g : S ∼= RF such that g ◦ f is the canonical map
qR : R→ RF.
(3) The following conditions are satisfied.
i) For every s ∈ S, there are ri ∈ R and si ∈ S, i = 1, . . . , n such that
sf(ri) ∈ f(R) for all i = 1, . . . , n and
∑n
i=1 f(ri)si = 1.
ii) If f(r) = 0, then there are ri ∈ R and si ∈ S, i = 1, . . . , n such that
rri = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n and
∑n
i=1 f(ri)si = 1.
If f : R → S satisfies the equivalent conditions of this theorem, S is called a
perfect right ring of quotients, a flat epimorphic extension of R, or a perfect right
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localization ofR.A Gabriel filter F and the corresponding torsion theory τ are called
perfect if the right ring of quotients RF is perfect and F = {I|qR(I)RF = RF}.
Note that for a filter F, there is a unique RF-map ΘM : M ⊗R RF → MF with
qM = ΘM iM where iM is the canonical map iM : M → M ⊗R RF. Perfect filters
are characterized by the property that the map ΘM is an isomorphism for every
M. Moreover, the following theorem holds (for proof see Thm. XI 3.4, p. 231 in
[13]).
Theorem 2.2. The following properties of a Gabriel filter F are equivalent.
(1) F is perfect.
(2) The kernel of iM : M → M ⊗R RF is the torsion submodule of M for the
torsion theory determined by F for every module M.
(3) qM (I)RF = RF for every I ∈ F.
(4) The map ΘM :M ⊗R RF →MF is an isomorphism for every M.
(5) The functor q mapping the category of R-modules to the category of RF-
modules given by M 7→MF is exact and preserves direct sums.
(6) F has a basis consisting of finitely generated ideals and the functor q is
exact.
Every ring has a maximal perfect right ring of quotients, unique up to isomor-
phism (Theorem XI 4.1, p. 233, [13]). It is called the total right ring of quotients
(also maximal perfect right localization of R, or maximal flat epimorphic right ring
of quotients of R) and is denoted by Qrtot(R). Q
r
tot(R) can be constructed as a
directed union of all perfect right rings of quotients that are contained in Qrmax(R).
3. Symmetric rings of quotients
If R and S are two rings, Fl a Gabriel filter of left R-ideals and Fr a Gabriel
filters of right S-ideals, define the filter induced by Fl and Fr, FlFFr (or lFr for
short), to be the set of right ideals of S ⊗Z R
op containing an ideal of the form
J ⊗ Rop + S ⊗ I where I ∈ Fl and J ∈ Fr. This defines a Gabriel filter ([11], p.
100). We denote the corresponding torsion theory induced by τl and τr by lτr. If
RMS is an R-S-bimodule, Tl(M), Tr(M) and lTr(M) torsion submodules of M for
τl, τr and lτr respectively, then lTr(M) = Tl(M) ∩ Tr(M). Conversely, the class of
all R-S-bimodules that are in lT ∩Tr defines the torsion class of the torsion theory
induced by lτ and τr.
In [9] and [11], Ortega defines the symmetric module of quotients of M with
respect to lFr to be
FlMFr = lim−→
K∈lFr
Hom(K,
M
lTr(M)
)
where the homomorphisms in the formula are S⊗Rop homomorphisms (equivalently
R-S-bimodule homomorphisms). Ortega shows that an equivalent approach can be
obtained considering the compatible pairs of homomorphisms. If M is an R-S-
bimodule, I ∈ Fl, J ∈ Gr, f : I → RM an R-homomorphism and g : J → MS a
S-homomorphism whereM =M/lTr(M), (f, g) is a compatible pair if f(i)j = ig(j)
for all i ∈ I, j ∈ J. Define the equivalence relation by (f, g) ∼ (h, k) if and only
if f |I′ = h|I′ for some I
′ ∈ Fl and g|J′ = k|J′ for some J
′ ∈ Gr. Then there is
a bijective correspondence between elements of lMr and the equivalence classes of
compatible pairs of homomorphisms (Prop. 1.4 in [9] or Prop. 4.37 in [11]).
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As lMr is the module of quotients with respect to filter of right ideals over a
ring, we have the R-S-bimodule map qM : M → lMr for every bimodule RMS.
The symmetric module of quotients has properties analogous to the right module
of quotients. The lemma below lists these properties. They parallel those for one-
sided version given in Lemma 1.2, Lemma 1.3, Lemma 1.5 on p. 196, Proposition
1.8 on p. 198 and observations on p. 197 and 199 in [13]).
Lemma 3.1. (1) lTr(M) = ker(qM : M → lMr) and lMr = l(M/lTr(M))r is
lτr-torsion-free.
(2) M is torsion in lτr if and only if lMr = 0.
(3) Coker qM is lτr-torsion module. The maps qM for R-modules M define a
left exact functor q from the category of R-S-bimodules onto itself.
If R = S, the right-sided situation automatically ensures that l(R⊗R
op)r has a
ring structure. However, we would like to have a ring structure on lRr. Fortunately,
this is the case (see [12] and Lemma 1.5 in [9]). The ring lRr is called the symmetric
ring of quotients with respect to torsion theory lτr.
Example 3.1. (1) Let lDr denote the filter induced by the filters of all dense right
and left R-ideals Dr and Dl. The corresponding symmetric ring of quotients is
called the maximal symmetric ring of quotients and is denoted it by Qσmax(R). Every
symmetric ring of quotients of a symmetric torsion theory induced by hereditary
and faithful left and right torsion theories embeds in Qσmax(R).
(2) If R is a right and left Ore ring, the classical left and the classical right rings
of quotients coincide (see p. 303 in [5]). We denote this ring by Qcl(R). The torsion
theory for R-bimodules defined by the condition that an R-bimoduleM is a torsion
module iff for every m ∈ M , there are nonzero regular elements t, s ∈ R such that
sm = mt = 0 is induced by the torsion theories τQcl(R) and Qcl(R)τ (exercise 18,
p. 318 in [5]). This torsion theory is called the classical torsion theory for an Ore
ring. Qcl(R) is equal to the symmetric ring of quotients with respect to the classical
torsion theory (see Corollary 5.2).
(3) Let f : R → S be a ring homomorphism. The collection of all R-bimodules
M such that S ⊗R M ⊗R S = 0 is closed under quotients, extensions and direct
sums. If f makes S into a flat right and a flat left R-module, then this collection is
closed under submodules and, hence, defines a hereditary torsion theory. We call
this torsion theory symmetric tensoring torsion theory and denote it by SτS . We
denote its filter by SFS . Let SF and FS denote the filters of Sτ and τS respectively.
Recall that M is a Sτ -torsion module if and only if S ⊗R M = 0, and that that
M is a τS-torsion module if and only if M ⊗R S = 0. Also, SF = {I left R-ideal
|Sf(I) = Sf(R)}, and FS = {J right R-ideal |f(J)S = f(R)S}. If f maps 1R to
1S, SF = {I left R-ideal |Sf(I) = S}, and FS = {J right R-ideal |f(J)S = S}. We
prove the following properties of the torsion theory SτS .
Proposition 3.1. Let f : R → S be a ring homomorphism that makes S into a
flat right and a flat left R-module and M be an R-bimodule.
(1) SτS is torsion theory induced by torsion theories Sτ and τS and it coincides
with the torsion theory τS⊗Sop . Thus, S ⊗R M ⊗R S = 0 if and only if
S ⊗R M = 0 and M ⊗R S = 0.
(2) STS(M) = ST (M) ∩ TS(M) = ker(iM :M → S ⊗R M ⊗R S).
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(3) If f(1R) = 1S , SFS = {K ideal of R|Sf(K)S = S} = {K ideal of
R|f(K)(S ⊗ Sop) = S ⊗ Sop} = {K ideal of R|J ⊗ Rop + R ⊗ I ⊆ K for
some left ideal I and right ideal J such that Sf(I) = S and f(J)S = S}.
(4) If f is a monomorphism, then all R-bimodules that are left and right R-flat
are SτS-torsion-free. In particular, SτS is faithful.
(5) S ⊗R M ⊗R S is SτS-torsion-free.
Proof. (1) + (2) To prove that SτS is induced by Sτ and τS , it is sufficient to
prove that STS(M) = ST (M) ∩ TS(M) for all R-bimodules M. If m ∈ M is in
ST (M)∩TS(M), then 1⊗m = 0 andm⊗1 = 0. Then 1⊗m⊗1 = 0 som ∈ STS(M).
To prove the converse, let us first note that ST (M ⊗R S) = ST (M)⊗R S. This
can be seen from the following commutative diagram.
0 ✲ ST (M ⊗R S) ✲ M ⊗R S ✲ S ⊗R (M ⊗R S)
0 ✲ ST (M) ⊗R S
=
❄
✲ M ⊗R S
=
❄
✲ (S ⊗R M) ⊗R S
∼=
❄
The bottom row is obtained by tensoring 0→ ST (M)→M → S⊗RM with the
left R-flat module S from the right. The top row is exact by part (2) of Lemma 2.1.
Identifying the modules S ⊗R (M ⊗R S) and (S ⊗RM)⊗R S, we obtain the above
commutative diagram. From the diagram, the first vertical map is the identity.
Similarly, we obtain the equality TS(S ⊗R M) = S ⊗R TS(M).
Applying the left exact functor ST ( ), to the exact sequence 0 → TS(M) →
M → M ⊗R S we obtain the exact sequences 0 → ST (TS(M)) → ST (M) →
ST (M ⊗R S). This produces the following commutative diagram.
0 ✲ ST (TS(M)) ✲ ST (M) ✲ ST (M ⊗R S)
0 ✲ TS( ST (M))
=
❄
✲
ST (M)
=
❄
✲
ST (M) ⊗R S
=
❄
The bottom row is exact by part (2) of Lemma 2.1. The last vertical equality fol-
lows from the previous commutative diagram and the first vertical equality follows
then from the fact that the last two vertical maps are equalities.
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Consider now the following diagram.
0 0 0 0
0 ✲ ST (TS(M))
❄
✲
✲
ST (M)
❄
✲
ST (M)⊗R S
❄
✲
ST (M) ⊗R S/f(R) ✲ 0
0 ✲ TS(M)
❄
✲ M
❄
✲
✲
M ⊗R S
❄
✲ M ⊗R S/f(R) ✲ 0
0 ✲ S ⊗R TS(M)
❄
✲ S ⊗R M
❄
✲ S ⊗R M ⊗R S
❄
✲
✲
S ⊗R M ⊗R S/f(R)
❄
✲ 0
S/f(R)⊗R TS(M)
❄
S/f(R)⊗R M
❄
✲ S/f(R)⊗R M ⊗R S
❄
✲ S/f(R)⊗R M ⊗R S/f(R)
❄
✲ 0
0
❄
0
❄
0
❄
0
❄
The first two nonzero columns and rows are exact by part (2) of Lemma 2.1.
The third nonzero column and row are exact by left and right flatness of S. The
last nonzero row and column are exact because the functors S/f(R) ⊗R and
⊗R S/f(R) are right exact.
The top left square is commutative since ST (TS(M)) = TS( ST (M)). Thus, we
have that all horizontal and vertical maps commute.
Now let us consider the diagonal maps. The map ST (TS(M))→M is injective
as it is an inclusion. The image of this map is contained in the kernel of iM :M →
S⊗RM⊗RS as ST (TS(M)) ⊆ ST (M)∩TS(M) ⊆ ker iM = STS(M). To prove the
converse, let m ∈ ker iM . Consider m⊗1 ∈M⊗RS. As m⊗1 maps to 0 by the map
M ⊗R S → S ⊗RM ⊗R S, m⊗R 1 is in ST (M)⊗R S. m⊗ 1 maps to 0 under map
ST (M)⊗R S → ST (M)⊗R S/R and so it is in image of ST (M)→ ST (M)⊗R S.
As the vertical map ST (M) → M is inclusion and the maps in the second square
in the first row commute, m is in ST (M). But then, 1 ⊗ m = 0. Symmetrically,
we obtain that m ⊗ 1 = 0. This proves the exactness of the diagonal maps and
that ST (TS(M)) = STS(M). As we showed that ST (M) ∩ TS(M) ⊆ STS(M) and
ST (TS(M)) ⊆ ST (M) ∩ TS(M), we obtain that ST (M) ∩ TS(M) = STS(M).
If we identify the right action of R ⊗ Rop with the R-bimodule action, we can
identify S ⊗R M ⊗R S with M ⊗R⊗Rop (S ⊗ S
op). Then STS(M) = ker(iM : M →
S ⊗R M ⊗R S) = ker(M → M ⊗R⊗Rop (S ⊗ S
op)) = TS⊗Sop(M) so SτS = τS⊗Sop .
This proves parts (1) and (2) of the proposition.
(3) To prove the first two equalities, note that an idealK ofR is in SFS if and only
if R/K is in STS . By parts (1) and (2), this is equivalent with S⊗RR/K ⊗R S = 0
which, in turn, is equivalent to R/K⊗R⊗Rop (S⊗S
op) = 0. Since S is left and right
R-flat, S ⊗ Sop is flat as left R ⊗ Rop-module. Thus R/K ⊗R⊗Rop (S ⊗ S
op) = 0
is equivalent to K ⊗R⊗Rop (S ⊗ S
op) = S ⊗ Sop which, in turn, is equivalent to
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f(K)(S ⊗ Sop) = S ⊗ Sop. But this last condition is equivalent to Sf(K)S = S.
Thus, K ∈ SFS iff S = Sf(K)S iff f(K)(S ⊗ S
op) = S ⊗ Sop. The last set in the
claim describes the filter induced with FS and SF. But as SτS is the torsion theory
induced by τS and Sτ, the last equality follows.
(4) If f is a monomorphism and M is an R-bimodule that is left and right
flat, then ST (M) = TS(M) = 0 by part (3) of Lemma 2.1. Thus, STS(M) =
TS(M) ∩ ST (M) = 0. In particular, R is SτS-torsion-free.
(5) Tensoring the exact sequence 0 → STS(M) → M → S ⊗R M ⊗R S with S
from both sides, we obtain 0→ 0→ S ⊗R M ⊗R S → S ⊗R (S ⊗R M ⊗R S)⊗R S.
Thus, S⊗RM⊗RS embeds in S⊗R (S⊗RM⊗RS)⊗RS and so it is torsion-free. 
For an R-bimodule M, it readily follows that lMr is a right l(R⊗R
op)r-module.
Unfortunately, some additional conditions on M need to be assumed in order to
obtain the lRr-bimodule (right lRr ⊗ lR
op
r ) structure. If R and S are two rings,
Fl and Fr Gabriel filters of right and left ideals for R, Gl and Gr Gabriel filters of
right and left ideals for S, and M an R-S-bimodule, Ortega shows that FlMGr is a
FlRFr -GlSGr -bimodule if the following fours conditions hold (see Lemmas 2.1 and
2.2 in [9] or Lemmas 4.47 and 4.48 in [11] for details).
Q1 M is a Gr-torsion-free right R-module.
Q2 M is a Fl-torsion-free left R-module.
Q3 For every J ∈ Fr, M/JM is Gr-torsion right R-module.
Q4 For every I ∈ Gl, M/MI is Fl-torsion left R-module.
The following proposition shows that the bimodules satisfying the above four
conditions have a symmetric version of the map ΘM .
Proposition 3.2. If lRr is a symmetric ring of quotients with respect to the filter
induced by a left filter Fl and a right filter Fr, and M an R-bimodule that satisfies
Q1–Q4, then there is a commutative diagram
M
iM✲
Fl
RFr ⊗R M ⊗R FlRFr
Fl
MFr
qM
❄✛
Θ
M
where the horizontal map is the natural R-bimodule map iM , the vertical map is the
R-bimodule map qM , and the diagonal map ΘM is the lRr-bimodule map defined by
ΘM (s⊗m⊗ t) = sqM (m)t. ΘM is unique lRr-bimodule map with qM = ΘM iM .
Proof. As qM is an R-bimodule map (see paragraph preceding Lemma 3.1), the
mapping lRr ×M × lRr → lMr given by (s,m, t) 7→ sqM (m)t is middle tri-linear.
The term sqM (m)t is well defined if M satisfies Q1-Q4. Thus, this mapping defines
a lRr-bimodule mapping ΘM : lRr⊗RM⊗R lRr → lMr such that ΘM : s⊗m⊗t 7→
sqM (m)t. In this case qM = ΘM ◦ iM by definition and it is easy to see that ΘM is
unique lRr-bimodule map with this property. 
4. Perfect symmetric ring of quotients
In this section, we prove the symmetric versions of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
Theorem 4.1. For a ring homomorphism f : R → S the following conditions are
equivalent.
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(1) f is a ring epimorphism and makes S into a flat left and a flat right R-
module.
(2) The family of left ideals Fl = {I|Sf(I) = S} is a left Gabriel filter, the
family of right ideals Fr = {J |f(J)S = S} is a right Gabriel filter and there
is a ring isomorphism g : S ∼= FlRFr such that g ◦ f is the canonical map
qR : R→ FlRFr .
(3) The following conditions are satisfied.
i) For every s ∈ S, there are ri ∈ R and si ∈ S, i = 1, . . . , n and
rj ∈ R and sj ∈ S, j = 1, . . . ,m such that f(ri)s ∈ f(R) for all i,
sf(rj) ∈ f(R) for all j,
∑n
i=1 sif(ri) = 1, and
∑m
j=1 f(rj)sj = 1.
ii) If f(r) = 0, then there are ri ∈ R and si ∈ S, i = 1, . . . , n and rj ∈ R
and sj ∈ S, j = 1, . . . ,m such that rir = 0 for all i, rrj = 0 for all j,∑n
i=1 sif(ri) = 1, and
∑m
j=1 f(rj)sj = 1.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) If (1) holds, then S is also a perfect left ring of quotients with
respect to perfect Gabriel filter Fl by Theorem 2.1. Similarly, Fr is a right Gabriel
filter. The filter of two-sided ideals of R induced by Fl and Fr is the set of R-ideals
such that Sf(K)S = S by part (3) of Proposition 3.1.
Let M be any R-bimodule. We show that
(1) lMr ∼= l(S ⊗R M ⊗R S)r
To prove this isomorphism, consider the following exact sequence.
0 ✲ STS(M) ✲ M ✲ S ⊗R M ⊗R S ✲ coker(iM ) ✲ 0
Note that the middle map iM is given by M ∼= R⊗RM ⊗RR
f⊗1⊗f
−→ S⊗RM ⊗R S.
Tensoring the exact sequence from both sides with S, we obtain
0→ S ⊗R M ⊗R S → S ⊗R S ⊗R M ⊗R S ⊗R S → S ⊗R coker(iM )⊗R S → 0.
The first nonzero map is bijective as f is epimorphism and so S⊗Rcoker(iM )⊗RS =
0. Thus, coker(iM ) is a SτS-torsion module and so l(coker(iM ))r = 0.
As l(coker(iM ))r = 0 and l(iM (M))r = l(M/STS(M))r = l(M)r by part (1) of
Lemma 3.1, applying the left exact functor q on the exact sequence 0→ STS(M)→
M → S ⊗R M ⊗R S → coker(iM ) → 0 produces an isomorphism q(iM ) : l(M)r ∼=
l(S ⊗R M ⊗R S)r.
The isomorphism (4.1) asserts that lRr ∼= l(S⊗RR⊗RS)r ∼= l(S⊗RS⊗RS)r ∼=
lSr. The middle map is an isomorphism as f is a ring epimorphism. Thus lRr ∼= lSr
via q(f) since the composition R→ S ⊗R R ⊗R S → S ⊗R S ⊗R S → S is f.
As S ∼= S ⊗R S ⊗R S, the SτS-torsion submodule of S is 0 so S is SτS-torsion-
free. Thus qS : S → lSr is an embedding. We shall show that it is onto. Since
S is right perfect, the proof of the right-sided version of the theorem ([13], top of
p. 228) establishes that every right R-homomorphisms β : J → S, J ∈ Fr can be
extended to R. Thus, β is the left multiplication Lt by some t ∈ S. Similarly, every
left R-homomorphism α : I → S, I ∈ Fl can be extended to R. Thus, α is the
right multiplication Rs by some s ∈ S. If α and β are compatible, isj = Rs(i)j =
α(i)j = iβ(j) = iLt(j) = itj for every i ∈ I and j ∈ J. Thus, the left multiplication
by is− it is a right R-map that maps J onto 0 and so it factors to a map R/J → S.
But as S is τS-torsion-free (S embeds into S⊗RS), there are no nonzero maps from
τS-torsion modules into S. Hence, is − it = 0. As this holds for every i ∈ I, the
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right multiplication by s− t is a left R-map that maps I onto 0 and so it factors to
a map R/I → S. But as S is Sτ -torsion-free, it is zero on entire R. Thus s = t.
This asserts that every pair of compatible homomorphisms (α, β) from lSr is of
the form (Rs, Ls) for some s ∈ S. Because of this, the map qS is onto and so it is
an isomorphism.
Thus, we obtain the diagram below with qS and q(f) being isomorphisms.
R
f
✲ S
lRr
qR
❄ q(f)
✲
lSr
qS
❄
Defining g = q(f)−1 ◦ qS we obtained the desired isomorphism.
(2) ⇒ (3) For s ∈ S ∼= lRr, there are I ∈ Fl and J ∈ Fr such that f(I)s ⊆ f(R)
and sf(J) ⊆ f(R). As Sf(I) = S and f(J)S = S, 1 =
∑n
i=1 sif(ri) =
∑m
j=1 f(rj)sj
for some ri ∈ R and si ∈ S, i = 1, . . . , n and rj ∈ R and sj ∈ S, j = 1, . . . ,m. As
f(I)s ⊆ f(R) and sf(J) ⊆ f(R), f(ri)s ∈ f(R) for all i, sf(rj) ∈ f(R) for all j.
If f(r) = 0, then r ∈ lTr(R). Thus, there are I ∈ Fl and J ∈ Fr such that Ir = 0
and rJ = 0. As Sf(I) = S and f(J)S = S, again 1 =
∑n
i=1 sif(ri) =
∑m
j=1 f(rj)sj
for some ri ∈ R and si ∈ S, i = 1, . . . , n and rj ∈ R and sj ∈ S, j = 1, . . . ,m. As
Ir = 0 and rJ = 0, rir = 0 for all i, and rrj = 0 for all j.
(3) ⇒ (1) By Lemma 2.3, p. 228 from [13], the right-sided part of condition i)
implies S/f(R) ⊗R S = 0. The left-sided part of condition i) ensures that S ⊗R
S/f(R) = 0 as well. In this case we have that f is a ring epimorphism (see
Proposition XI 1.2, p. 226 in [13]).
The right-sided part of condition ii) is exactly the criterion for left flatness (see
Equational Criteria for Flatness, Theorem 4.24, p. 130 in [5], or [13] bottom of p.
228). Thus, f makes S into a left flat R-module. Symmetrically, the left-sided part
of condition ii) implies that f makes S into a right flat R-module. 
Definition 4.1. If f : R→ S satisfies the equivalent conditions of this theorem, S
is called a perfect symmetric ring of quotients or a perfect symmetric localization of
R. A hereditary torsion theory lτr with filter lFr induced by Fl and Fr is perfect
if the symmetric ring of quotients lRr is perfect, Fl = {I|lRrqR(I) = lRr} and
Fr = {J |qR(J) lRr = lRr}. The Gabriel filter lFr is called perfect in this case.
Lemma 4.1. If f : R → S is a ring epi that makes S into a perfect symmetric
ring of quotients, then there is a ring isomorphism j : S ∼= FlR where Fl is the
filter of left ideals {I|Sf(I) = S} and a ring isomorphism k : S ∼= RFr where Fr is
the filter of right ideals {J |f(J)S = S}. Fl is a perfect left and Fr is a perfect right
filter. The isomorphisms j and k are such that jf is the canonical map R → FlR
and kf is the canonical map R→ RFr .
Proof. If S is a perfect ring of quotients, then condition (1) of Theorem 4.1 implies
the condition (1) of Theorem 2.1 so S is also a right perfect ring of quotients.
Similarly, S is also a perfect left ring of quotients. Condition (2) of Theorem 4.1
and condition (1) of Theorem 2.1 imply that the set of right ideals {J |f(J)S = S}
is a Gabriel filter Fl and that S is isomorphic to RFr . Similarly, S is isomorphic to
FlR for Fl = {I|Sf(I) = S}. The last sentence follows also from condition (2) of
Theorem 2.1. 
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Next, we prove the symmetric version of Theorem 2.2 characterizing the perfect
symmetric filters. First we introduce some notation. If Fl is a left and Fr a right
Gabriel filter, lFr the symmetric filter induced by Fl and Fr, and lRr the correspond-
ing symmetric quotient, let ql denote the functor of left R-modules defined by qlM :
M → FlM and q
r denote the functor of rightR-modules defined by qrM :M →MFr .
Moreover, let ilM denote the functor of left R-modules defined by M → lRr ⊗RM
and irM denote the functor of right R-modules defined by M → M ⊗R lRr. As in
Proposition 3.1, iM denotes the map iM :M → lRr⊗RM ⊗R lRr and qM denotes
the map M → lMr if M is an R-bimodule.
Theorem 4.2. The following properties of a Gabriel filter lFr induced by Fl and
Fr are equivalent.
(1) lFr is perfect.
(2) Tl(K) = ker i
l
K for every left R-module K, Tr(L) = ker i
r
L for every right
R-module L, and lTr(M) = ker iM for every R-bimodule M.
(2’) lRr ⊗R K = 0 for every τl-torsion module K, L ⊗R lRr = 0 for every τr-
torsion module L, and lRr ⊗R M ⊗R lRr = 0 for every lτr-torsion module
M.
(3) lRrqR(I) = lRr for every I ∈ Fl, qR(J)lRr = lRr for every J ∈ Fr, and
lRrqR(K) lRr = lRr for every K ∈ lFr.
(4) There is a ring isomorphism j : lRr → FlR such that jqR = q
l
R, and a
ring isomorphism k : lRr → RFr such that kqR = q
r
R. For every left R-
module K there is a left lRr-module isomorphism Φ
l
K : lRr ⊗R K
∼= FlK
such that ΦlKi
l
K = q
l
K . For every right R-module L there is a right lRr-
module isomorphism ΦrL : L⊗R lRr
∼= LFr such that Φ
r
Li
r
L = q
r
L. For every
R-bimodule M, there is an R-bimodule isomorphism
ΦM : lRr ⊗R M ⊗R lRr ∼= lMr
such that ΦM iM = qM . If M satisfies Q1-Q4, then ΦM = ΘM (see Propo-
sition 3.2) and it is a lRr-bimodule isomorphism.
(5) There is a ring isomorphism j : lRr → FlR such that jqR = q
l
R, and a ring
isomorphism k : lRr → RFr such that kqR = q
r
R. Functors q
l, qr and q are
exact and preserve direct sums.
(6) There is a ring isomorphism j : lRr → FlR such that jqR = q
l
R, and a ring
isomorphism k : lRr → RFr such that kqR = q
r
R. Functors q
l, qr, and q are
exact and Fl, Fr, and lFr have basis consisting of finitely generated ideals
(left, right, and both sided respectively).
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) If lFr is perfect, then Fl = {I|lRrqR(I) = lRr} and Fr =
{J |qR(J) lRr = lRr}. Thus, the condition (2) of Theorem 4.1 is fulfilled and so (1)
of Theorem 4.1 holds as well. So, lRr is flat both as left and right R-module. The
theory τl is equal to the left tensoring torsion theory lRrτ and τr is equal to the right
tensoring torsion theory τ
lRr and so Tl(K) = ker(K → lRr ⊗R K) for every left
R-module K, Tr(L) = ker(L→ L⊗R lRr) for every right R-module L. From part
(3) of Proposition 3.1 it follows that lτr is equal to the symmetric tensoring torsion
theory
lRrτlRr and that lTr(M) = lRrTlRr (M) = lRrT (M) ∩ TlRr (M) = ker(iM ).
(2)⇒ (2′) If K is in Tl, K = Tl(K) = ker(K → lRr ⊗RK). Thus, 1⊗ k = 0 for
every k ∈ K. But then q⊗k = q(1⊗k) = 0 for every q ∈ lRr and so lRr⊗RK = 0.
The statements for left and symmetric modules follow similarly.
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(2′) ⇒ (3) Let I ∈ Fl. Then R/I is Tl-torsion module. By assumption 0 =
lRr ⊗R R/I = lRr/ lRrqR(I). Thus lRr = lRrqR(I). The statement for right
ideals is proven similarly.
Now let K ∈ lFr. For K, there is I ∈ Fl and J ∈ Fr such that IR ⊆ K and
RJ ⊆ K. Thus, qR(I)RqR(J) ⊆ qR(K). As lRrqR(I) = lRr and qR(J) lRr = lRr,
lRr = lRr lRr = lRrqR(I)qR(J) lRr ⊆ lRrqR(I)RqR(J) lRr ⊆ lRrqR(K) lRr.
Thus lRr = lRrqR(K) lRr.
(3)⇒ (1) By Theorem 4.1, it is sufficient to show that Fl = {I|lRrqR(I) = lRr}
and Fr = {J |qR(J) lRr = lRr}. By (3), Fl ⊆ {I|lRrqR(I) = lRr} and Fr ⊆
{J |qR(J) lRr = lRr}. Thus, we need to show that I ∈ Fl for every left ideal with
lRrqR(I) = lRr, and that J ∈ Fr for every right ideal with qR(J) lRr = lRr.
Let I be a left R-ideal such that lRrqR(I) = lRr. Then 1 =
∑n
i=1 qiqR(ri)
for some ri ∈ I and qi ∈ lRr. For every such qi, there exist a left ideal Ii ∈
Fl such that qR(Ii)qi ⊆ qR(R) and a right ideal Ji such that qiqR(Ji) ⊆ qR(R).
Let I ′ =
⋂
Ii. Then I
′ ∈ Fl and qR(I
′)qi ⊆ qR(R) for every i. Thus, qR(I
′) =
qR(I
′)1 =
∑
qR(I
′)qiqR(ri) ⊆
∑
qR(R)qR(ri) ⊆ qR(I). As qR(I
′) ⊆ qR(I), the map
qR/I′(R/I
′)→ qR/I(R/I) is well defined and onto. I
′ ∈ Fl implies qR/I′(R/I
′) = 0.
But then qR/I(R/I) = 0 as well and so R/I ∈ Tl, i.e. I ∈ Fl. Similarly, we prove
the claim for right ideals.
This finishes the proof that (1)⇔ (2)⇔ (2′)⇔ (3). Note that Lemma 4.1 proves
that (1) implies that lRr is isomorphic (as a ring) to both FlR and RFr .
(1) + (2′) ⇒ (4) Condition (1) implies the first sentence of (4) by Lemma 4.1.
The existence of isomorphisms Φl and Φr then follows directly from Theorem 2.2.
From the proof of Theorem 4.1, we have that the R-module map q(iM ) : l(M)r ∼=
l( lRr ⊗R M ⊗R lRr)r is an isomorphism if lFr is perfect. Consider now the exact
sequence 0 → lTr(M) → M → lMr → coker(qM ) → 0. Tensor it with lRr from
both sides. As lTr(M) and coker(qM ) are lτr-torsion, they are lRrτlRr -torsion as
well by part (2’). So, we have that i(qM ) is the isomorphism
lRr ⊗R M ⊗R lRr ∼= lRr ⊗R lMr ⊗R lRr.
Consider the following R-bimodule maps
ΦM : lRr ⊗R M ⊗R lRr → l( lRr ⊗R M ⊗R lRr)r ∼= lMr
where the first map is q
lRr⊗RM⊗R lRr and the second is the inverse of the isomor-
phism q(iM ), and
ΨM : lMr → lRr ⊗R lMr ⊗R lRr ∼= lRr ⊗R M ⊗R lRr
where the first map is i
lMr and the second the inverse of the isomorphism i(qM ).
If m ∈ M, qM (m) can be represented by a compatible pair of homomorphism
(Rm, Lm) where Rm is the right multiplication by m and Lm is the left multipli-
cation by m. The map ΦM , maps iM (m) = 1⊗m⊗ 1 to (Rm, Lm) and ΨM maps
(Rm, Lm) to 1⊗m⊗ 1. So, we have that ΦM iM = qM and ΨMqM = iM .
Thus, ΦMΨM is the identity when restricted to qM (M) and 1lMr−ΦMΨM factors
to an R-map lMr/qM (M)→ lMr. As the module lMr/qM (M) is lτr-torsion (part
(3) of Proposition 3.1) and the module lMr is lτr-torsion-free, 1lMr − ΦMΨM = 0
on entire lMr and so ΦMΨM = 1lMr .
Also, the map ΨMΦM is the identity when restricted to iM (M). The module
lRr ⊗R M ⊗R lRr is lRrτlRr -torsion-free (part (5) of Proposition 3.1) and the
quotient coker(iM ) = (lRr ⊗R M ⊗R lRr)/iM (M) is lRrτlRr -torsion module (see
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proof of (1) ⇒ (2) in Theorem 4.1). Thus, we obtain that ΨMΦM is the identity
on entire lRr ⊗R M ⊗R lRr.
If M satisfies Q1-Q4, then ΦM = ΘM on iM (M). Then ΦM − ΘM factors to a
map ( lRr ⊗R M ⊗R lRr)/iM (M)→ lMr. The first module is lRrτlRr -torsion and
so lτr-torsion also by part (2’). The second module is lτr-torsion-free. Thus, this
map is 0 and so ΦM = ΘM on entire lRr⊗RM⊗R lRr. Thus, ΦM is a lRr-bimodule
map and ΘM is an isomorphism because ΦM is.
(4) ⇒ (2) From ΦlKi
l
K = q
l
K , it follows that Tl(K) = ker q
l
K = ker i
l
K for every
left R-module K. Similarly ΦrLi
r
L = q
r
L, implies that Tr(L) = ker q
r
L = ker i
r
L for
every right R-module L and ΦM iM = qM implies that lTr(M) = ker qM = ker iM
for every M.
This proves that (1)⇔ (2)⇔ (2′)⇔ (3)⇔ (4). For the remaining part we shall
show that (5)⇒ (3), (1) + (4)⇒ (5), (6)⇒ (3), and (1) + (4)⇒ (6).
(5)⇒ (3) If ql is exact and preserves direct sums, then Fl is perfect left filter and
FlR is perfect left ring of quotients by Theorem 2.2. Thus, for every left R-ideal
I ∈ Fl, FlRq
l
R(I) = FlR. The isomorphism j : lRr
∼= FlR establishes that every
left ideal I is such that lRrqR(I) = lRr iff FlRq
l
R(I) = FlR. Thus, the claim in (3)
about the left R-ideals holds. Similarly, the claim in (3) about the right R-ideals
holds.
As FlR is perfect, there is an R-bimodule isomorphism φ : FlR ⊗R FlR → FlR
given by φ(s ⊗ t) = st. Combining φ with the ring isomorphism j : lRr → FlR
gives us the R-bimodule isomorphism lRr ⊗R lRr ∼= lRr defined by p ⊗ q 7→
j−1(φ(j(p)⊗ j(q))) = pq.
Now, let K be an R-ideal in lFr. Consider a free resolution of R/K, R
α → Rβ →
R/K → 0 for some ordinals α and β. Since q is exact and preserves direct sums,
applying functors i and q to this exact sequence produces the following commutative
diagram
(lRr ⊗R lRr)
α ✲ (lRr ⊗R lRr)
β ✲
lRr ⊗R R/K ⊗R lRr ✲ 0
(lRr)
α
∼=
❄
✲ (lRr)
β
∼=
❄
✲
l(R/K)r
❄
✲ 0
From this diagram, it follows that the last vertical map is an R-bimodule iso-
morphism. As K is in lFr, l(R/K)r = 0. So, lRr ⊗R R/K ⊗R lRr = 0 and thus
lRrqR(K) lRr = lRr.
(1) + (4) ⇒ (5) Condition (1) implies the first sentence of (5) by Lemma 4.1.
Functors ql and qr are exact and preserve direct sums by part (5) of Theorem 2.2.
As functor i defined by iM :M → lRr ⊗R M ⊗R lRr is exact and preserves direct
sums if lRr is perfect, part (4) implies that q is exact and preserves direct sums.
(6) ⇒ (3) If ql is exact and Fl has a basis of finitely generated left ideals, then
Fl is perfect left filter and FlR is perfect left ring of quotients. The isomorphism
j : lRr ∼= FlR establishes that every left ideal I is such that lRrqR(I) = lRr iff
FlRq
l
R(I) = FlR. Thus, Theorem 2.2 establishes that Fl = {I|lRrqR(I) = lRr}.
We obtain analogous claim for the right filter Fr and RFr . We also obtain the
R-bimodule isomorphism lRr ⊗R lRr ∼= lRr just as in proof of (5)⇒ (3).
To finish the proof of (3), it is sufficient to prove that lRrqR(K) lRr = lRr for
every K ∈ lFr. Since lFr has a basis of finitely generated ideals, it is sufficient
to prove this claim for K finitely generated. If K is finitely generated, R/K is
finitely presented so there is an exact sequence Rm → Rn → R/K → 0 for some
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nonnegative integers m and n. Since q is exact, applying functors i and q to this
exact sequence produces the following commutative diagram
(lRr ⊗R lRr)
m ✲ (lRr ⊗R lRr)
n ✲
lRr ⊗R R/K ⊗R lRr ✲ 0
(lRr)
m
∼=
❄
✲ (lRr)
n
∼=
❄
✲
l(R/K)r
❄
✲ 0
From this diagram, it follows that the last vertical map is an isomorphism. As K ∈
lFr, l(R/K)r = 0. Then lRr ⊗R R/K ⊗R lRr = 0 as well and so lRrqR(K) lRr =
lRr.
(1) + (4) ⇒ (6) Condition (1) implies the first sentence of (6) by Lemma 4.1.
Functors ql and qr are exact and filters Fl and Fr have basis of finitely generated
ideals by part (6) of Theorem 2.2. In this case the symmetric filter generated by
Fl and Fr have a finite basis also and part (4) implies that the functor q is also
exact. 
Theorem 4.2 establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the set of perfect
induced filters lFr on R and the perfect symmetric rings of quotients given by lFr 7→
lRr with the inverse S 7→ lFr where Fl = {I|Sf(I) = S} and Fr = {J |f(J)S = S}
for f : R→ S epimorphism that makes S into a flat left and a flat right R-module.
The theorem also establishes that a perfect filter lFr is equal to the filter of the
symmetric tensoring torsion theory lτr = lRrτlRr .
5. Total symmetric ring of quotients
In this section we prove the existence of the maximal perfect symmetric ring of
quotients (i.e symmetric version of Theorem XI 4.1, p. 233, [13]). To be consistent
with the existing terminology for the right-sided version of this concept, we call it
total symmetric ring of quotients, or maximal perfect symmetric localization of R
and denote it by Qσtot(R).
Theorem 5.1. For a right R, there exist a ring Qσtot(R) and an injective ring
epimorphism f : R→ Qσtot(R) such that
(1) f makes Qσtot(R) into left and right flat R-module;
(2) If g : R → S is an injective ring epimorphism that makes S into left and
right flat R-module, then there is a unique monomorphism g : S → Qσtot
with f = gg.
Proof. If fS : R→ S is a ring epimorphism that makes S left and right R-flat, then
ker fS is the torsion submodule of R with respect to SτS . If fS is injective, SτS is
faithful by part (4) of Proposition 3.1 and so S can be embedded in Qσmax(R). Thus,
let us consider the family P of all subrings S of Qσmax(R) such that an injective
epimorphism fS : R→ S makes S into a perfect symmetric ring of quotients of R.
This family is nonempty as R is in it. The inclusion of subrings in P corresponds
to the inclusion in the perfect torsion theories they determine just as in the one-
sided case (see the first paragraph in the proof of Theorem 4.1, p. 233 in [13]).
Also, for S ∈ P , fS composed with the isomorphism S ∼= SFSRSFS is the canonical
homomorphismR→
SFSRSFS given by r 7→ (Rr, Lr) where Rr is the multiplication
by r from the right and Lr is the multiplication by r from the left. Thus, if S and
T are in P , i : S → T the inclusion of S in T, and fT : R → T injective ring
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epimorphism that makes T into a left and right flat R-module, it is easy to see that
both ifS and fT map any r ∈ R to element of T that corresponds to (Rr, Lr) under
the isomorphism T ∼= TFTRTFT . Thus, fT = ifS.
Also, if S and T are in P , then the smallest subring U of Qσmax(R) that contains
S and T satisfies condition (3) of Theorem 2.1 by Lemma 4.2, p. 234 in [13]. By
symmetry, the condition (3) of Theorem 4.1 is satisfied so U is perfect symmet-
ric. As elements of U are of the form
∑
i
∏
j sijtij , the injectivity of fS and fT
guarantees the injectivity of fU . So, U is in P . Thus, P is directed by inclusion.
Consider the direct limit of all elements of P . Denote it by Qσtot(R). We define
the injective map f : R → Qσtot(R) as f = iSfS for any perfect symmetric ring
of quotients S with ring epimorphism fS : R → S and the embedding iS : S →
Qσtot(R). f is well defined as if T ∈ P is an overring of S with i inclusion of S in
T, then iT fT = iT ifS = iSfS = f. Clearly, f is injective. To show that f is a
ring epimorphism, consider the ring homomorphisms α, β : Qσtot(R) → T for any
ring T such that αf = βf. As fS is epimorphism for every S ∈ P , αiSfS = βiSfS
implies that αiS = βiS . But as this holds for every S ∈ P , it implies that α = β
on entire Qσtot(R). Q
σ
tot(R) is left and right flat as the direct limit of flat modules
is flat. Thus, Qσtot(R) is the maximal element of P .
If g : R → S is an injective ring epimorphism that makes S into left and right
flat R-module, then S is in P and so it embeds in Qσtot(R). Denote this embedding
by g. By construction of Qσtot(R), f = gg. g is unique such map because g is an
epimorphism and so f = gg = hg implies g = h for any h with f = hg. 
The next two corollaries prove some further properties of Qσtot.
Corollary 5.1. Qσtot(R) embeds in Q
r
tot(R) and Q
l
tot(R). If Q
r
tot(R) = Q
l
tot(R),
then Qσtot(R) = Q
r
tot(R) = Q
l
tot(R).
Proof. Since the inclusion R ⊆ Qσtot(R) is an epimorphism that makes Q
σ
tot(R) left
R-flat, Qσtot(R) ⊆ Q
r
tot(R). Similarly, Q
σ
tot(R) ⊆ Q
l
tot(R).
As Qrtot(R) is left R-flat, Q
l
tot(R) is right R-flat, and the inclusion R ⊆ Q
r
tot(R)
is an epimorphism, Qrtot(R) = Q
l
tot(R) implies that Q
r
tot(R) is a perfect symmetric
ring of quotients. Thus, Qrtot(R) = Q
l
tot(R) ⊆ Q
σ
tot(R). The converse always holds.

Corollary 5.2. (1) If R is a left and right Ore ring, then Qcl(R) is the per-
fect symmetric ring of quotients and is contained in Qσtot(R). The torsion theory
Qcl(R)τQcl(R) coincides with the classical torsion theory.
(2) If R is von Neumann regular, then R = Qσtot(R) = Q
r
tot(R) = Q
l
tot(R).
(3) If R is a right semihereditary ring with Qrmax(R) = Q
l
tot(R), then R is also
left semihereditary and Qσtot(R) = Q
σ
max(R) = Q
r
max(R).
(4) If R is left and right nonsingular with Qrmax(R) = Q
l
max(R) semisimple, then
Qσmax(R) = Q
r
max(R) = Q
l
max(R) = Q
r
tot(R) = Q
l
tot(R) = Q
σ
tot(R).
Proof. (1) If R is right Ore, the embedding R → Qrcl is a ring epimorphism that
makes Qrcl into a flat left R-module (Example on p. 230 and Proposition II.3.5 in
[13] or Exercises 17 and 18, p. 318 in [5]). So, Qrcl is right perfect. Similarly, Q
l
cl is
left perfect if R is left Ore.
If R is left and right Ore, Qcl = Q
r
cl = Q
l
cl so Qcl is both left and right perfect.
Thus, it is perfect symmetric by Theorem 4.1. As it contains R, Qcl ⊆ Q
σ
tot. Also,
Qcl is the perfect symmetric ring of quotients of theory QclτQcl by Theorem 4.2.
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An element m of an R-bimodule M is in the torsion submodule for the classical
torsion theory iff ms = 0 and tm = 0 for some regular elements s and t. However,
since the classical right (left) torsion theory is equal to the right (left) tensoring
torsion theory τQcl (Qclτ), this condition is equivalent with 0 = m⊗ 1 ∈M ⊗R Qcl
and 0 = 1⊗m ∈ Qcl⊗RM. Part (2) of Proposition 3.1 shows that this is equivalent
to m ∈ QclTQcl(M). Thus, the classical torsion theory coincides with QclτQcl .
(2) If R is regular, then R = Qrtot(R) = Q
l
tot(R) by Example 1, p. 235 in [13].
Thus R = Qσtot(R) by part (2) of Corollary 5.1.
(3) By Corollary 7.4, p. 259 in [13], the assumptions imply that R is left semi-
hereditary and that Qrmax(R) = Q
l
tot(R) = Q
r
tot(R). By part (2) of Corollary 5.1,
Qrmax(R) is equal to Q
σ
tot(R) also. As Q
σ
tot(R) ⊆ Q
σ
max(R) ⊆ Q
r
max(R), we have
that Qσtot(R) = Q
σ
max(R) = Q
r
max(R) in this case.
(4) Qrmax(R) is semisimple, then Q
r
tot(R) = Q
r
max(R) by Proposition 5.3, p. 236
and Example 1, p. 237 in [13]. Similarly, Qltot(R) = Q
l
max(R). Q
r
max(R) = Q
l
max(R)
then implies Qσmax(R) = Q
r
max(R) = Q
l
max(R) = Q
r
tot(R) = Q
l
tot(R) = Q
σ
tot(R). 
Example 5.1. (1) Let F be a field and R =
(
F F ⊕ F
0 F
)
. Consider the maps
fl : R→M3(F ) and fr : R→M3(F ) defined by
fl :
(
a (x, y)
0 b
)
7→

 a x y0 b 0
0 0 b

 fr :
(
a (x, y)
0 b
)
7→

 a 0 x0 a y
0 0 b


These are inclusions of R in Qlmax(R) and Q
r
max(R) respectively (see Exercise 8,
p. 260 in [13]) such that R is not dense as a left R-submodule of Qrmax(R) and
as a right submodule of Qlmax(R). Thus Q
l
max(R)
∼= Qrmax(R) but they do not
coincide as overrings of R. Since M3(F ) is a semisimple ring, Q
r
tot(R) = Q
r
max(R)
and Qltot(R) = Q
l
max(R) (see Example 1, p. 237 and Proposition 5.3, p. 236 in
[13]). The maximal symmetric ring of quotients is equal to R (Example 2.26, p.
31 in [11]). Also, as R can be represented as a path algebra of the quiver with two
vertices 1 and 2 and two arrows both going from 1 to 2, the maximal symmetric
ring of quotients of R can be computed using the techniques from [10] or chapter 2
of [11]. Qσmax(R) = R implies that Q
σ
tot(R) = R. Thus, we have that
Qσtot ( Q
l
tot, Q
σ
tot ( Q
r
tot, Q
r
tot 6= Q
l
tot, Q
r
tot
∼= Qltot.
(2) Let R =


F F F F
0 F 0 F
0 0 F F
0 0 0 F

 . This ring provides another example of the
situation described in previous example. R has Qlmax(R) and Q
r
max(R) both iso-
morphic to M4(F ) but not equal as overrings of R. Q
σ
max(R) is equal to R (see
Example 2.1 d), p. 18 in [11]). Thus R = Qσtot(R). Since M4(F ) is a semisimple
ring, Qrtot(R) = Q
r
max(R) and Q
l
tot(R) = Q
l
max(R).
(3) The examples of rings with R ( Qσtot(R) = Q
σ
max(R) can be found among
the rings in the class C of Baer *-rings considered in [1] and [15]. A ring R from C
has left and right maximal and classical rings of quotients equal by Proposition 3 in
[15]. Thus, Qσtot(R) is equal to those quotients as well. In this case, Q
r
max = Q
l
max =
Qσmax = Q
r
tot = Q
l
tot = Q
σ
tot = Qcl. Group von Neumann algebras are in class C.
A group von Neumann algebra N(G) for G infinite has maximal rings of quotients
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that is not semisimple and strictly contains the algebra N(G) (see Exercise 9.10 in
[7]). So N(G) ( Qσtot(N(G)) in this case.
6. Adapting Morita’s construction of Qrtot to a construction of Q
σ
tot
The total right ring of quotients Qrtot(R) is usually obtained as the directed union
of the family of all subrings of Qrmax(R) that are perfect right rings of quotients of
R (see Theorem XI 4.1, p. 233, [13]). In [8], Morita constructs Qrtot(R) differently.
The simplification of Morita’s construction for a class of rings is given in [16].
In Theorem 3.1 of [8], Morita showed that a ring homomorphism f : R→ S is a
ring epimorphism with S flat as a left R-module iff S is the right ring of quotients
of R with respect to the Gabriel filter Ft(S) = {I right ideal |(f(r) : f(I))S = S
for every r ∈ R}. In this case S = {s ∈ S|(sf(r) : f(R))S = S for every r ∈ R}.
Motivated by this result, Morita considered the set
S′ = {s ∈ S|(sr : R)S = S for every r ∈ R}
for a ring extension S of R. By Theorem 3.1 of [8], S is a flat epimorphic extension iff
S = S′. In Lemma 3.2 of [8], Morita proved that S′ is a subring of S that contains R.
Then he defined a family of subrings of S indexed by ordinals on the following way:
S(0) = S, S(α+1) = (S(α))′ and S(α) =
⋂
β<α S
(β) if α is a limit ordinal. Finally,
Morita proved that there is an ordinal γ such that S(γ) = (S(γ))′ = S(γ+1). Thus,
this construction produces the largest flat epimorphic extension of R contained in
a given extension S. By taking S = Qrmax(R), Morita arrived to Q
r
tot(R).
In this section, we modify this construction to the construction of the total
symmetric ring of quotients. For a ring R and its extension S, define
S′ = {s ∈ S | S(R : rs) = S and (sr : R)S = S for every r ∈ R}.
Proposition 6.1. (1) S′ is a subring of S that contains R.
(2) S′ is a symmetric ring of quotients with respect to the torsion theory induced
by Fl = {I|S(I : r) = S for all r ∈ R} and Fr = {J |(r : J)S = S for all
r ∈ R}.
(3) S is perfect symmetric ring of quotients if and only if S′ = S.
(4) Define
S(0) = S, S(α+1) = (S(α))′, and S(α) =
⋂
β<α
S(β) for α a limit ordinal.
Then there is an ordinal γ such that S(γ) = S(γ+1).
(5) If R ⊆ T ⊆ S and the inclusion R ⊆ T is a left and right flat epimorphism,
then T ⊆ S′.
(6) If S is left and right R-flat, then S′ is the symmetric ring of quotients with
respect to the tensoring torsion theory SτS .
Proof. (1) Denote S′l = {s ∈ S|S(R : rs) = S for every r ∈ R} and S
′
r = {s ∈
S|(sr : R)S = S for every r ∈ R}. From Morita’s construction (Lemma 3.2 in [8])
the sets S′l and S
′
r are subrings of S that contains R. Then S
′ = S′l∩S
′
r is a subring
of S that contains R.
(2) Note that Fl and Fr are Gabriel filters by Lemma 1.1 in [8]. Let lRr be the
symmetric ring of quotients with respect to the torsion theory induced by filters Fl
and Fr. Note that R is torsion-free for this torsion theory. Indeed, if r ∈ lTr(R),
then the left annihilator annl(r) is in Fl and the right annihilator annr(r) is in Fr.
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Thus S(annl(r) : 1) = S and so 1 =
∑n
i=1 siri for some si ∈ S and ri ∈ annl(r).
But then r = 1r =
∑
sirir =
∑
si0 = 0.
We show now that lRr = S
′. Let s ∈ lRr. As R is torsion-free, there are I ∈ Fl
with Is ⊆ R and J ∈ Fr with sJ ⊆ R. As Is ⊆ R, I is contained in (R : s). As
I ∈ Fl, (R : s) is in Fl. But that means that S((R : s) : r) = S for every r ∈ R. As
(R : rs) = ((R : s) : r), S(R : rs) = S. Similarly, we prove that (sr : R)S = S using
that (s : R) is in Fr. Then s is in S
′.
Conversely, if s ∈ S′, then (R : s) ∈ Fl as S = S(R : rs) = S((R : s) : r) for
every r. Similarly, (s : R) ∈ Fr as (sr : R) = (r : (s : R)). Then s defines a pair of
compatible homomorphisms Rs : (R : s)→ R and Ls : (s : R)→ R. Thus, s ∈ lRr.
(3) Theorem 3.1 in [8] states that the inclusion R ⊆ S is a left flat epimorphism
iff S′l = S. Thus, if the inclusion R ⊆ S is a left and right flat epimorphism, then
S = S′r and S = S
′
l . But then S = S
′
l ∩ S
′
r = S
′. Conversely, if S = S′, then
S = S′l = S
′
r and so the inclusion R ⊆ S is a left and right flat epimorphism.
(4) If S(γ+1) is strictly contained in S(γ) for every γ, then |S| ≥ |S − S(γ)| ≥ |γ|
for every ordinal γ. This is a contradiction, so there is γ with S(γ) = S(γ+1).
(5) T ⊆ S implies T ′ ⊆ S′. If T is perfect, T ′ = T by part (3). Thus, T ⊆ S′.
(6) If S is left and right flat, the sets of left and right ideals SF = {I|SI = S}
and FS = {J |JS = S} are Gabriel filters (note that we need the condition that S
is flat to have that corresponding torsion theories are hereditary) and they induce
SτS by part (3) of Proposition 3.1. As S
′ is the symmetric ring of quotients with
respect to Fl and Fr by part (2), it is sufficient to prove that SF = Fl and FS = Fr.
Let I ∈ Fl. Then S(I : 1) = S so SI = S. Conversely, if SI = S, then S(I : r) = S
for all r ∈ R by property (1) of Gabriel filters (see section 2). 
Theorem 6.1. If γ is the ordinal for which Qσmax(R)
(γ) = Qσmax(R)
(γ+1) (and such
ordinal exists by part (4) of Proposition 6.1) then Qσtot(R) = Q
σ
max(R)
(γ).
Proof. By part (5) of Proposition 6.1, Qσtot(R) ⊆ Q
σ
max(R)
(α) for all ordinals α.
By part (4) of Proposition 6.1, there is an ordinal γ such that Qσmax(R)
(γ) =
Qσmax(R)
(γ+1). Then, Qσmax(R)
(γ) is a perfect symmetric ring of quotients by part
(3) of Proposition 6.1. As Qσtot(R) is the largest of all perfect symmetric rings of
quotients that contain R, Qσmax(R)
(γ) ⊆ Qσtot(R). Thus, Q
σ
max(R)
(γ) = Qσtot(R).

Example 6.1. (1) Rings from class C in part (3) of Examples 5.1 are examples of
semihereditary rings for which Qrmax = Q
l
max = Q
σ
max = Q
r
tot = Q
l
tot = Q
σ
tot but
the two-sided tensoring with Qσmax = Q
r
max does not define a perfect torsion theory
(see Example 4.1 in [16]).
(2) The ring in Example 4.2 in [16] provides an example of a semihereditary ring
R with Qrtot(R) = Q
r
max(R)
′
r ( Q
r
max(R). As this ring is commutative, this is also
an example of a ring with Qσtot(R) = Q
σ
max(R)
′ ( Qσmax(R).
7. Questions and open problems
(1) Can the first sentence in parts (4), (5) and (6) of Theorem 4.2 be deleted?
If so, Theorem 4.2 would completely parallel Theorem 2.2.
(2) Both condition Qrmax = Q
r
tot and condition Q
r
max = Q
l
tot have been studied in
the past. In the first case, the study led to consideration of rings R with Qrmax(R)
being right Kasch. In the second case, the study produced results of Goodearl
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(Thm. 7.1, p. 257 in [13]), Cateforis (Cor. 7.4, p. 259 in [13]), Evans (Thm. 2.4
in [3]) and others. Corollary 5.2 scratches the surface of the study of rings with
Qσmax = Q
σ
tot.
(3) In [10] and [11], algorithms for calculating Qσmax, Q
r
max and Q
l
max of finite-
dimensional incidence and path algebras are given in terms of the underlying par-
tially ordered sets and finite quivers. It would be interesting to see if similar algo-
rithms for calculating Qσtot, Q
r
tot and Q
l
tot of incidence and path algebras exist.
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